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At this point in time, everyone within the marketing field is somewhat familiar with the term 

“remarketing,” whether you have experience working with it or just know of the name in passing. 

Remarketing has slowly become a fixture in most marketing plans - an arena that is crucial to lure 

new and existing customers to your products or services. While some marketing initiatives come and 

go, proving little to no worth to marketers and consumers alike, remarketing is only getting bigger 

and more crucial within digital marketing. 

Remarketing, in a nutshell, is a tool for reaching people who have previously visited your website by 

dropping a “cookie” on a user’s browser when they visit your website and advertising to that user 

for a set period of time. While it’s much more in-depth than that, the value in marketing to these 

users is clear: they are all familiar with your products or services to some degree and have at least 

researched the idea of purchasing through your site. In this whitepaper, we’ll discuss what it takes to 

implement Remarketing within Google and how to best use it for your target market.  

Adding The RemARkeTing Code To YouR SiTe
The first thing you need to do to set up your Remarketing campaigns is to add the snippet of code to 

all of the pages throughout your site. 

• On the left hand side of the Google interface, you should see an option on the left bar    

          menu that says “Shared Library”. 

• Once you’ve gotten to the Shared Library, click through to “Audiences”. 

• Within that page, you should see on the right-hand side, information on the Remarketing 

          Tag and you’ll have the option to “View Details”. 

• That’s where you’ll find the Remarketing Tag that needs to be placed across your site.
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CReATing RemARkeTing LiSTS
Once you have the Remarketing Tag in place across your site, you can then begin to create Remarket-

ing lists, or “cookie pools” of people to target with your ads. After giving your new Remarketing list a 

name, you’ll then be asked to identify what users you want to target.  

The list of options includes things like “Visitors of a Page”, which you’ll then be prompted to insert the 

specific URL. Remember, you can set up one campaign with as many Remarketing lists as you like and 

layer them to target very specific sets of people. 

For example, within one Remarketing campaign, you can target people who have visited the website 

within the last 14 days and have not converted. The different layering choices are unlimited. 

On the next page you’ll find  a screenshot of the various options:
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Having a list of various targeting options helps to tailor your marketing campaign to a specific pool 

of potential customers, increasing your likelihood of conversion. Say your company is running a

 promotion for the next 30 days on a select product or service. 

With Remarketing, you can target potential customers that have visited that specific promotional 

sale page and did not convert. With highly targeted messaging to emphasize the limited time offer, 

you can then advertise to these select consumers. Since these users have already shown interest in 

the product or service, there’s a very good chance that delivering messaging speaking to the limited 

promotion in place could lead to a very high conversion rate, and has done so in many cases.

BuiLding YouR RemARkeTing CAmpAignS WiThin googLe
After identifying the users you’re looking to target by building the Remarketing lists, you can begin 

to build out your campaign within the Google interface. 

Step 1

Within Google:

•  Click “+ Campaign” 

•  Then select “Display Network Only”.  

•  After naming your campaign whatever you like, under “Type” there should be an option for  

     “Remarketing – Ads targeting people who have previously visited your website”.  

•  Once that is set up, proceed through the “Location” and “Bid Strategy” settings to your liking 

•  Click “Save and Continue”. 
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Step 2

On Step 2 of the campaign set up process, after naming your ad group, identify which Remar-

keting lists you’d like to incorporate into this campaign. Remember, only users who are identi-

fied from these Remarketing tags will be shown ads within this campaign. After choosing the 

appropriate Remarketing lists, there’s a great tool on the right-hand side which shows you the 

“potential reach per week on the Display network”. This will help give you an idea of what type of 

volume to expect from this specific Remarketing initiative on a week-to-week basis.

Step 3

For Step 3 of the Remarketing campaign set up, you’ll need to create ad copy messaging. The 

best practice here is not to use existing ad messaging but tailor these ads specific to this pool 

of users. You’ll want to take advantage of the fact that this is a highly targeted set of potential 

consumers that have already shown interest in your products/services. Remember, this is a form 

of display marketing, so you can use text ads, image ads or both.

Once Step 3 is complete, you’re ready to launch your first 

Remarketing campaign! 
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mAking iT WoRk FoR You
You’ll find out how effective remarketing is as you continue to dive into creating new Remarketing 

lists and building out new campaigns. Over time, as you get more comfortable, start testing new lev-

els of Remarketing, as well as the tailored messaging for each campaign.

For example, as a consumer begins the research phase for finding the right product for a big pur-

chase, it’s natural to shop around through Google a bit for the right price and the quality you’re 

seeking. With Remarketing, you at least know you’re in the running as a possible option for that user. 

Typically, as time goes on, the chance of conversion decreases depending on the length of that par-

ticular “research process”, so ideally you’d like to remarket to that user while your product or service 

is fresh in their mind. 

Maximizing Your Performance

One idea of maximizing your Remarketing efforts is to set up multiple campaigns targeting users 

who have visited the site at different times (e.g. people who have visited in the last 7 days, people 

who have visited in the last 14 days, etc.) while also testing different bidding strategies for each 

depending on your conversion rate. With this layered approach, you can advertise to each pool of 

consumers with different messaging and tailor your bid strategy to maximize overall performance 

and reach your targeted cost per acquisition.

If You Haven’t Used Remarketing Yet

For marketing professionals who have never used remarketing before, it’s never too late to start. 

You’ll find instant value in advertising to these highly targeted pools of potential consumers and 

you will likely continue to expand your Remarketing efforts as you see the positive results of these 

campaigns. For those of you with experience in using Remarketing, there’s always new testing op-

tions, whether it be new Remarketing Tags, new ad copy messaging to test or various layering of your 

target markets. 

RemARkeTing WiLL onLY gRoW FRom heRe
As is the case with all areas of digital marketing, Remarketing will continue to evolve and grow to 

be even more targeted than it is today. While we won’t know exactly what direction it will go in the 

future, one thing is clear: targeting potential consumers who have purchased through your site or 

are familiar with your products or services convert at a much higher rate and should be a part of 

every digital marketing plan. 
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